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About  the Project
The Honey Glow Co is a local business
that specializes in custom spray tans
for everyone! With a customized
solution to fit your skin they
guarantee you leaving tanner and way
more glowy than when you came.
Being a new business, they needed
help with a little bit of branding and
creating a website to book
appointments through, share
information, and put their name out
there. That’s where I came in! 

For my project I did photoshoots to

show off some custom tans that The

Honey Glow Co did, displayed products

used, and products that are available

for sale when receiving a tan. I created

a watermark and logo for the business,

style guide for branding, business

cards, and a website for everything to

be showcased on as well as book

clients through. 



The first thing I did when starting on this project was
establish that branding that was already In place and build
It from there. When I stepped in, The Honey Glow Co. had
already been in business for 4 months. They had some
elements in place already such as colors, and a few fonts
they liked but nothing was set in stone or laid out in an
official document.

I wanted to create something simple that would be easy to
follow going forward so I choose to focus on the main logo,
a logo mark, 4 brand colors, two fonts, a header and a body,
and finally a few Images that represent the vibe/ feel that
The Honey Glow Co represents.

Along with the style guide apart of the branding that I
created was a logo and business cards for the business.

Milestone One
BRANDING & STYLE GUIDE
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Business Card



After getting a better idea of the "brand" and style the The
Honey Glow Co would represent, It was time for pictures!
We gathered 5 girls of different skin tones to show the
spray tans on. We had 2 hours of shooting in a photo studio
and it was so much fun! There were product shots, model
shots, and the process shots of how it looks to get a spray
tan. The purpose of these images where to use on the
website and for social media use.

As a photographer this was something I had to be picky
while doing so I didn't get too much exposure to the
models, keep the photos still appropriate but still showcase
their beautiful glowy tans. Some of the Images that I
captures showcased the purpose of the brand really well
but I wasn't able to use due to being appropriate for the
audience of this project.

After overcoming this set back I then proceeded to edit the
images and continue onto the main part of my project, the
website!

Milestone Two
BRAND PHOTOS





CREATE A WEBSITE TO RUN BOOKING
AND ADVERTISING THROUGH

Project's Main Goal

 The website was the main part of my project that I
completed this semester. It took the majority of my time
for my total hours and challenged me. While creating this
website I had a few errors I ran Into but overall It went
fairly smooth. I obtained the domain
"thehoneyglowco.com" (the company name) and got
started! I used some videos for assistance In the
beginning with general set up but once I started creating
the pages It was all me. 

http://thehoneyglowco.com/



There are four different pages that I created for the website:

-Home

-About Me (the owner)

-The Process

-Pricing

Within these four pages I collaborated with Janet, the owner

of The Honey Glow Co. to perfectly describe all aspects of

the business. What it is, about the owner, how the process of

spray tanning works, what to expect, FAQ, and then pricing.

Within these four pages there are links to social media, links

to book, pictures from our shoot and other professional

elements. 

You can check out the website here:

http://thehoneyglowco.com/

Website



In order to create the elements I did and finish my

project I spend a total of $115 and here Is the breakdown

 

$25 studio rental fee for studio photos

$15 candy 

$20 printouts for showcase booth

$45 website domain

$10 HDMI cord for display

 

$115

Total Expenses



Total Hours -56 hours



Total Hours Cont.

After completing all of these elements for The Honey

Glow Co. I was pleased with the amount of time It took

me especially considering the quality and amount of

work that I did.. There may have been a few hours that I

didn't remember to clock but overall my project took me

56 hours and 5 min. 
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Overall, Working on this project had Its ups and

downs and pushed my creative mind. I feel that

through It I am able to showcase a lot of the

things I learned throughout my time at BYU-

Idaho. I am grateful for the amount of time and

work that each person has put Into helping me

become the designer, photographer, and artist

that I am. 


